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The Issue of Change vs. Constancy as a 

Function of Time and Place 



N AM E IDEA # 1  

Observe s o m e t h i n g  a s  it c h a n g e s  in T i m e .  

Record i t s  Names. 

Observe s o m e t h i n g  a s  it c h a n g e s  in s c a l e .  

Record i t s  names. 

Observe s o m e t h i n g  a s  it c h a n g e s  in h i e r a r c h y. 

Record i t s  n a m e s .  

Observe something a s  it c h an g e s in d i f f e r entiation. 

Record i t s  n a m e s .  

Observe s o m e t h i n g a s  it c h a n g e s  under different e m o t i o n s . 

Record i t s  names. 

Observe s o m e t h i n g  a s  it c h a n g e s  in different l a n g u a g e s. 

Record i t s  names. 

Observe s o m e t h i n g  that never c h a n g e s .  

Record i t s  names. 

Donald B u r g y ,  

From Conceptual Art 



Introduction: 

The Impact of the Railway Station on the City 

A city's growth and maintenance is dependent on its outside connections, those places 

supplying its needs, and more importantly, those systems which provide the linkage, trans

porting goods and people in and out of the city. These linkages join one sphere of influence 

to another; without them, a city becomes removed from its outside influences and may wither 

from isolation; but to be incorporated into this linkage system, means for that city, to be 

rejuvenated, to become an attraction for people, and to be in want of more places and act

ivity centers to contain those people. 

Once the system is established in a city, it becomes that city's point of identity - a 

"city gate," a symbol that is peculiar to that city. 

"The travelling public are naturally inclined 

to gather their impression of the importance 

of the community largely from the condition 

of the surroundings of its railroad center." 

This notion is appropriate for 1911, when railway transportation was the primary means of 

long distance travel; today, the validity of that statement depends upon the usage and inter

action that the travelling public has with the railway station -- the amount of usage that 

the railway system and its stations receive determine its position of hierarchy within 

"^The American Architect and Building News, vol. 100, p. 130, Oct. 1911. 



the community. 

A station can be thought of in terms of more than a singular building for the transfer 

of persons and their possessions, but becomes a place of exchange, an urban setting where a 

railway station occurs with its subordinate elements, an environment where an unlimited ex

change is allowed to happen between the entities of the railway system (of which its contents 

change constantly) and the railway station (which is solid, permanent, and constant in 

nature). Assuming that it is the objective of that city, to enrich its culture and resources, 

then it is to be aware of this dialogue of movement, especially in terms of the "given forces 

and meanings and symbols" which constitute culture, our most mobile resource. 

My main objective in studying the railway station in its role as an interface between 

the railway system and the city is, first of all, to understand it as a model in studying 

the influences that movement systems have upon the condition of a city's urban center in 

terms of its public spaces, but more so, I wanted to examine a well-defined building type, 

one that could be sufficiently isolated in character. The railway station is a perfect ex

ample of this notion, in that there has been very little new activity generated due to new 

construction or design (most cities have preserved their stations and have had no need for 

new facilities) and this is a testimony to their worth as prominent civic centers, grand in 

essence and permanent in condition. However, in some cities where railway activity has de-



clined, the station facilities -have been torn down, or adapted into reuse, or haA/e badly 

deteriorated, along with the supportive buildings and the district around it. This is the 

case with Butte, Montana, the city that as been chosen for study. All of Butte's four 

remaining (historic) passenger stations -have been disqualified as possible station choices, 

for those reasons listed before. This along u/ith the need for revita1ization of the city's 

^irban core, constitute the ground work for a neu/ location of a new facility. It is at this 

point where the study of the railway station as a building type is vital. In order to under

stand what type of facility should be built today, one must be able to extract that which is 

typically a railway station, separating from it that which belongs strictly to the past 

(methods of operation, and materials and construction). In order to reinterpret its symbolic 

importance with the same success as past examples, the building must be examined as it occur

red in response to its own time period. The nature of its severed development, its lack 

of new examples in the last fifty to seventy years, makes possible a clear, unaffected study 

of what a railway station should be today. Out of this, comes the study premise -- the 

distinction between that which is a constant and that which is susceptable to modification 

and change. So, instead of the railway station being classified as an extinction, in this 

study it will become a regeneration: In terms of constancy, it will be described as that 

which is permitted to recur, to go on; in terms of change it will be examined in the light of 



appropriateness (do the memories become more precious than the renewing?) In that way, 

that which is relevant will be extracted and regenerated, but those ideas which are not will 

be preserved, as an artifact. This issue of constancy as opposed to change seems to best 

illustrate the direction of this study, mainly in their contradiction, but especially since 

they fit the issue of the investigation --they qualify that relationship between time and 

place, the nature of movement as it affects a point in its sequence, and the nature of that 

place as it has withstood that period of time. It is through this qualification that one 

can evaluate and fully understand the value of that which came from the past; 

"You may make a model of a building as you 

may of a corpse, and your model may have 

the shell of the old walls within it as 

your cast may have the skeleton, but the 

original is of another era." ^ 

There is no advantage and no need to directly, diligently and faithfully copy it. 

John Ruskin, The Seven Lamps of Architecture, p. 185. 



H I S T O R I C  



The History of the Railway station as a Building Type 

The first railway stations were especially sensitive to the problems of the industrial 

revolution and often spoke of and illustrated those technical advances first. The develop

ment of Roebling's suspension bridges, for example greatly furthered the development of 

trains and the routes they could take. In fact, the train, itself, was a direct product of 

earlier systems of transport and conveyance; it was merely the development of the steam 

propulsion that created the train and thus revolutionized the transport of people and goods. 

The origin of the railway station was not a continuous development; its predecessors were 

not as closely related. In the early to middle 1800's, the Inn served as a departure point, 

relay station, and restaurant and lodging for the passengers of the coaches; and the develop

ment of the tollhouses typified a relationship of architecture to transportation, yet these 

examples were really quite removed from the early stations. There essentially was no 

functional precedent; every detail had to be worked out; they had to respond innovatively to 

the new technology and the mobility of the masses. 

The railway station was seen as: architecture, in that it was a new building type 

serving new functions; engineering, in that it required construction of large roof spans in 

new materials; works of art, in that they became stylistic sources, "expressing taste"; 

playing a role in city planning, in that its location was vital to the growth patterns and 



development of the city. 

During the late nineteenth century, the idea of stylistic (and form) continuity w as 

hardly questioned; the designers of that time relied heavily on the preceding work of 

past station designers and relied less on their contemporary architectural stylistic develop

ments: In other words, the railway stations evolved their own stylistic species, which often 

moved ahead of what was currently happening in the rest of the architectural realm. For the 

railway station (and a period of time) to have its own style, it must pass through a cycle 

of related phases, a distinct maturation; the railway station did that, producing what was 

called the "Railroad Style". Each phase possesses a typical configuration, which are most 

obvious in studies of their silhouettes; the train station started as a horizontal mass, 

evolved to a vertical mass (in its Gothic interpretations), and back to a horizontal mass, 

which actually became horizontally and vertically in equilibrium, or "the railroad style". 

The station designers did not totally disregard the mainline architectural developments, but 

more so, they selectively chose established stylistic vocabularies which were then refined 

and developed in terms of the station. Often, the style for a station may have seemed 

arbitrarily chosen, or transplanted from a different region (as with the "Chicago style" 

station by Sullivan and Wright, located in New Orleans; the station reflected the point of 

origin for the Illinois Central Railroad, which was Chicago.) 



As 4: he railway station developed its own style, the emergence of image was stro-ng, due 

to the symbolic importance placed on the building type -- "a railway station should look 

like a railway station"; an established set of symbols had already developed. The Campanile 

(originally a bell tower) and the arcaded loggias were borrowed from the Italian Villa Style 

to create "the railroad style"*. 

The operational design of the stations also evolved with its stylistic changes. 

beginning with the one-sided station, the levels of circulation became much too complex, 

along with the additional track added to keep up with increased traffic volume, the station 

(especially the urban examples) evolved into the "head" station. Basically, it solved the 

problem of access of passengers to the intermediate track (previously, bridges were needed). 

Also, it became popular because of its flexibility; traffic could easily be converted to "in" 

or "out"; and tracks could be used for car storage without tying up platforms; also, crowds 

could be easily handled, because there were more platforms. Also, coincident with the 

development of the "head" station was that of the train shed; as people had to walk a greater 

distance to reach the station interior, a shelter had to be devised. The train sheds, in 

their great spans, had to rely on current engineering advances. The developments of iron 

and steel that came from bridge design more readily applied to the design of the train sheds. 

In fact, the design of the total railway station was often divided among the architect and 

* Meeks, Carroll, L.V. The Rai1 road Station; Vale University 
Press, New Haven; 1956. 



engineer responsible for the function and aesthetics of the train shed (the limitations were 

great). The result was two separate elements, physically joined, but formally and 

aesthetically disjointed. Historically, this problem was never really solved. 

The head stations, because they were usually built in an urban, dense setting, were the 

* 
impetus behind the development of the railway hotel or "terminus hotel". Because the 

stations had become larger, due to traffic volume, provisions were needed to lodge, feed, 

and entertain the masses of people. Also, with the station increasing in size, the 

circulation systems grew in complexity with ramps and elaborate stairs and tunnelled con

courses. These circulation systems were portrayed in elegant ways (portal and inter

mediate, expressing the daily flow of the multitudes), and the colonnade, marking and 

celebrating the circulation paths. The development and change of station operation and 

function over the years was modified, even watered down the meaning and symbolic importance 

of these elements; the scale of the interior spaces had dwindled, the materials used are 

ordinary and automation has made much of the station function and circulation of people and 

their haggage hidden. For the sake of economy and efficiency, much of the symbolic and 

material beauty was lost. The future of the form and overall character of the railway 

stati-on "lies in one of its metamorphosed states; market halls have surpassed the size of 

* 

the parent; modern churches (have become) a dwarfed variant. 1' In other words, the 

* 
Meeks, Carroll L.V. The Railroad Station; Yale University 

Press, New Haven, 1956, p. 147 



symbolic importance that our society has placed on that function will determine the amount 

of importance it is physically given in our cities. 

This study of the railway station as a building type demands an analysis of precedent 

much the same as the designers of previous stations looked to their past examples, their 

predecessors. In order to make a reinterpretation, one must first be informed of the 

language he is studying, and further, the vocabulary he must be using. One must also be 

aware of the different functional and stylistic developments that were made, mainly in terms 

of the reasonings and emotion behind the changes made, especially understanding the ideas 

involved, so that the reinterpretation made does not have clinging to it, too many obvious 

and literal fragments of the past. The historic identity of the railway station is so strong 

that a project dealing with the building type "railway station" is in danger of prejudiced 

images, both by the designer and by thfi public, images that may or may not be appropriate 

for today. This is due mostly to the fa-ct that there are so few examples of railway 

stations that have been built within the past fifty years. But this -historic image must 

be examined in terms of appropriateness; the railway system, itself, is being modernized 



and made more efficient than its antique counterpart, without changing those qualities of 

luxury, the picturesque, and, sparingly, the nostalgia. The stations have to do the same. 

We could not afford today to duplicate one of those "marble monsters", but on the other hand 

we could not afford to give up the beauty, the monumentality, and the sense of civic 

"presence" of our past examples' a well-designed, generous, and emotionally evocative public 

space is, by no means, obsolete. 
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The History and Character of Butte: An overview 

The reasons for siting a project in the city of Butte are numerous. The first one, is 

that of Butte's rich and varied cultural background -- a fragile element Which is impossible 

to imitate and always intriguing to an outsider, a quality described as "flavor". It is 

this reason that should be discussed, as issues like topography or geography (the other 

reasons for choosing Butte) can be duplicated in another circumstance, but the personality 

of Butte, cannot be remade in any way. The ethnic mixture could rival that of any big city, 

which Butte comparatively was at one time — an active city with an interesting blend of 

people and their culture constantly fueled with the influences and contacts from far away 

places and the movement of persons and their ideas and attitudes. Some of this wealth of 

culture is apparent today in the grand edifices still remaining in Butte's Uptown. 

"I doubt if anything happens in Butte that doesn't 

happen contemporaneously in Boston. The only dif

ference is that they are more candid in Butte 

than in Boston...." ̂  

But, unlike a big city, Butte grew too fast and lacked the permanence and stability of 

the large cities. 

^Michael Malone, The Battle for Butte, p. 71 (quote from NY Tribune.) 



"The key to understanding Butte u/as simply 

to keep in mind that it was, after all, a 

giant mining camp, where a characteristic 

get-rich-guick attitude, an unassuming 

democracy and an unguestioning tolerance 

of one's fellow man prevailed." ^ 

It was the mining that built the city, and made the city a center of wealth for some time, 

but sadly, it is the mining industry that has caused its depression over the last several 

years. More explicitly, the mining company's lack of interest in the community's future, and 

lack of responsibility to return to the community some of the wealth taken from the region in 

the form of irreplaceable mineral resources, has left much of the surrounding area barren and 

blighted, (i.e. the consuming "Berkeley Pit".) But much of that grand city that the mining 

camps supported is still standing and occupies Butte's Historic Uptown District. It is here, 

among these landmarks that is proposed the new site for a new railway station built for the 

proposed renewed amtrack service. 

Michael Malone, The Battle for Butte, p. 71. 
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The Existing Butte Stations: 

1. The Milwaukee; Located at Second Street and Montana, it is an urban example, commonly 

described as the "Railroad style", Italianate derivative of roof forms and the 

"campanile" tower. It is constructed of brick, stone, its roofs are terra cotta tile 

and it has an iron canopy. The building has been adapted into a TV station, with the 

interior drastically changed and modernized. 

2. The Great Northern: Located on Arizona, south of Iron Street. It is also an urban 

example, still Italianate in its origin with its use of the large entry arch, and 

materials (brick and terra cotta detaining). It has a flat roof with a stepped parapet. 

It is being used as warehouse storage, and is located in an unattractive warehouse 

district. 

3. The Butte, Anaconda & Pacific: Located on Utah, south of Iron Street, a block west of 

the Great Northern station. It is a suburban example of Victorian Gothic-revival style, 

in its roof forms and ornamentation. Its peaked colliding roof forms are of metal, the 

walls are brick, with wood bracing elements connecting the two. The structure is badly 

deteriorated and is being used for storage. 



The Northern Pacific: Located on Front Street at the termination of Utah Street, this 

station is typical of the other stations in Montana; it is a further-modified version 

Italianate u/ith its brick construction, low hipped, tiled roofs, but simple and blocky 

in form, without a clear sense of frontability or entry. It is currently owned and 

used by Burlington Northern (freight) for office space. 
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The Site: 

The optimum location for a station 

facility in Butte, (in terms of community 

needs ). 

The general needs for the community 

were for a location that would augment a 

particular neighborhood, with that neigh

borhood enhancing the civic statement being 

made by the train station. The location 

is critical in terms of access for tracks 

(they do not mix well with other forms of 

transportation) in terms of an uninter

rupted flow of both rail and vehicular 

traffic; the best solution in these in

stances is to locate on the edge of a 

dense area (this creates functional limi

tations in terms of the train and its 

approach and departure from the station 

and creates the need forkcommon urban 

station, the "terminus", meaning that 

traffic does not continue through the 

station). Location of a train station on 

an important axis, either as a termination 

of an axis or as an important corner, of 

the crossing of two major axes, strengthens 

the positional identity, creating a node, 

a place of importance that is reguired of 

this building type. Location in relation 

to other community facilities is also vital 

to the station's contributions. In the case 
1oc»4-(on near 

of Butte,Abuses were preferred, location 

near hotel and business facilities was also 

important, but the most crucial proximity 

to consider was that of the historic dis

trict -- those landmarks that house museums 

and shopping and attract visitors (tourism 

is rated high in classification of Montana's 

industries ) . 

Taking all of these factors into consi

deration, the next step was to try a few 

sites, analyzing them in terms of the pre

ceding criteria and, better yet, take them 

before the planning officials of the city 

of Butte. On the final site selected, their 

response was favorable. It met the require

ments of siting -- reinforcing the edge of 

Uptown commercial district, locating on two 

major vehicular paths (one follows directly 

to the freeway), avoiding any crossings of 

neighborhoods or other throughfares (the 

barren lots to the east are designed as fut

ure parks). The lowering of the track level 

in the approach to the site was reguired for 

an engineering reasons, but it was even more 

appropriate because the actual train mech

anism shouldnot really intrude upon the city 

and its vehicular and pedestrian territory; 

and within the idea of keeping a function 

within its related zone or boundary, the 

train and its operation become part of the 

industrial district located below the site, 

in grade. In the overall scheme, it was 

important to combine facilities to reinforce 

the statement of railway station, or "civic 

gate", facilities that would not detract 

from the Uptown commercial trade, yet pro

vide a variation in dining facilities, pub

lic spaces and lodging; which u/ere things that 

would stimulate activity in the Uptown areas, 



the overall, basic goal of those Butte residents 

trying to save their Uptou/n. 



The Site : 

The optimum location for a rail station 

in a community. (in terms of the station's 

needs ) . 

In most historic examples of stations, 

where information was given, s tations were 

located on a district edge, vi/ith the track 

system being located on the non-public side 

of the station, bounded by the edge (a 

change in terrain such as a hillside or 

river, or a change in land use, such as 

from retail commercial to industrial park), 

with the public side of the station facing 

the active part of the district, usually on 

an active thoroughfare. 

In the case of the site chosen; the 

site meets these requirements; bounded by 

Park Street to the North (commercial), 

Arizona Street to the South (industrial), 

and Ohio Street to the east (a proposed park 

is to be located here; the boundary of the 

east side of site is most flexible -- there 

are very few remaining structures). An 

important feature of the site, which aug

ments the character of the station is that 

of its elevations; these levels become 

functional zones, and in the actual station 

operation and symbolism, a set of hier

archies: the train enters the site at the 

base level of the site (this zone becomes 

screened because of its noise and fumes), 

part of the station has to be built to meet 

the train at that point of the site (this is 

the train shed, the character of which is 

traditionally bare and machine-1ike). After 

that the passemger enters a system of ver

tical zones within the station: a lower 

lobby, a main, grand waiting space at the 

middle level, and an upper lobby that is 

linked directly to the community (the public 

Square). In a way, the site lends itself to 

creating levels of activity or "platforms" 

where transitions can be made. 

The present site condition is such that 

it is located on old mining lodes, which of 

late, have become dumping grounds for tail

ings waste. Any kind of building activity 

would require their removal. The area to 

the east of the east is cited for intense 

clean up by the Anaconda Company mining 

operations, to remove tailings piles and 

landscape the remaining area between the 

site and Continental Drive (and Berkeley Pit 

operations). After tailings piles are re

moved, it will leave the southeast corner of 

the site fairly flat for future train yard 

expansion and industrial activity. (See site 

topography maps). 



The site is u/e 11 -positioned and div

ided into sections of priority, u/ith major 

traffic flow kept intact. The corner, the 

horizontal marker for the station evolves 

nicely into a public Square, bounded on two 

sides by buildings, on one side by vehicu

lar access and on the other side by pedes

trian stair. As the site becomes divided 

roughly into quadrants, one of the dividing 

lines is a continuation of the Galena Street 

axis, leading to the major station entry and 

continuing au/ay from the station in the mode 

of railroad tracks. This corner quadrant, 

of the public square becomes the major 

activity center of the station, the hotel, 

and the small commercial -- it becomes 

highest in hierarchial order. 



The Site : 

A summation of the Selection Process 

The process of site selection involved 

working u/ith numerous technical constraints 

and following through on their resolution, 

along with various social issues. The rea

soning behind the choice of an Uptown site 

(vs. one on the Flats) was to locate in an 

area that promised intense future develop

ment. In order for the station to be suc

cessful as a symbol of the "city Gate", it 

had to become actively involved in Butte's 

identity, or the things that make Butte 

unique, which is the older, mining-gener-

ated, contexturally richer part of the city. 

Another important factor was proximities of 

the station to other facilities and loca

tions with which the "user" of the station 

would be involved. These are the historic 

landmarks, the museums, the commercial re

tail, music, theatres and entertainment 

spots, government offices and businesses and 

the other transportation systems such as the 

city bus and the Greyhound system, A rein

forcement for this site choice came from the 

two latest revitalization studies which 

both state that for the City of Butte, the 

Historic Uptown District was the focus for 

future activity and development (and that 

any facility that would generate activity in 

the Uptown area was to be favorably con

sidered). In fact, a plea is made for some 

kind of changes to happen specifically with 

the proposed site and the edge belonging 

5U.S. Department of the Interior. Butte, Montana 

April 1981, p. 39. 

to the Historic Uptown that has deterior

ated: 

"The eastern edge of the central 

business district bounded on the north by 

the Anaconda mining operations, on the 

south by the railyards near Mercury Street, 

on the east by Continental Drive, and on 

the West by arizona Street, presents a dif

ficult problem. Commercial activity dim

inishes east of Arizona Street and a large 

percentage of vacant land and mine tailings 

give an impression of a "no man's land". 

This conclusion is reinforced by the pre

sence of the Berkeley Pit, four blocks from 

Arizona Street. There is a need for phy

sical separation of the central business 

district and mining operations, a strength

ening of the edge." 5 

A Pro.ject Report, 



The Track Approach Sequence: 

The track used for the passenger ser

vice will come from existing track that 

goes as far north as the Anaconda Company 

concentrator plant alongside of some large 

terracing from the mining. From this 

point where it crosses Continental Drive 

(at present, the tracks cross at grade; 

this will have to be modified to a bridg

ing system with the train tracks running 

under the thoroughfare.) The same exist

ing track continues west through heavy 

industrial areas until Oklahoma Street 

where the track ceases and the new track, 

the spur, begins. The track elevations 

are altered along the new route to con

form to a maximum grade of 2.2%. Thus, a 

channel is created and gradually cuts 

northwest until it meets the Mercury 

Street where, even though the train is 

still climbing, the grade difference is 

adequate to construct another bridging 

element for Mercury street (it is depended 

on for a connection to Continental Drive), 

allowing the train to pass under. The train 

continues northwest and curves to the west 

at the point of connecting with the Galena 

Street right-of-way, (which is seldom used 

and occurs in the proposed park area, so 

that its closure would not be ill-advised). 

The track continues west where it crosses 

Ohio Street (not heavily used, and in 

great disrepair; Ohio and Galena Streets 

will be the only ones altered). The track 

then enters the site and immediately be

comes part of the "train shed" and platforms 

system. Overall, the system of "channel

ling the train onto the site seems to be the 

best solution for making the connection be

tween site and tracks. The continuous 

channel compensates for abrupt grade changes 

and also provides both sound and visual 

screening for the introduction of the 

train element into the "urban center". 
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Zoning Regulations 

The site is divided into two classifications at present, R-2 (tvi/o family residence) and 

C-2 (community commercial), but with the introduction of the railway station onto the site, 

the classifications will change to C-3 (central commercial) and M-l (light industrial). 

I. Intended and Permitted Use: 

II. Conditions: 

III. Building Height Limits 

IV. Minimum Lot Areas: 

V. Minimum Lot Width: 

VI. Minimum Yards: Front: 

C-3 

hotels, restaurants, barber

shop, offices, taverns, retail 

bakery 

No wholesale goods 

No requirements 

No minimum 

No minimum 

25 1  on corner lots 

(no walls on corner) 

rear: none 

side: none 

M-l 

(truck terminals) 

no listing for 

railway, 

screening of storage 

and waste, Noise 

Min imums 

three stories<65' 

No minimum 

No minimum 

30 ' 

none 

8 ' 

Landscaping: 

In C-3 zone, requirements pertain to parking lots only. In the case of new site develop

ment of approximately five acres, 5 landscaping is required. In the use of trees for 

landscaping parking lots, there should be a density of one tree per three parking spaces, 



locating 50% of plantings on the open, pedestrian side of parking. Other landscaping 

features include fountains, artworks, structured features, benches, fences, and screen 

walls (which should be from 4' to 8' in height, except where reduction is needed for site 

distance along streets.) 

Parking: 

In a C-3 zone the number of parking spaces are generated as listed below: 

Office: 1-3 floors = 1 space/400 sg. ft. = 110 spaces (for 45,000 sg. ft.) 

4-7 floors = 1 space/500 sg. ft. 

Hotel: 1 space/2 guest rooms = 50 spaces (for 100 rooms) 

Theatres, Taverns, Restaurants: 1 space/5 seats 

= 40 spaces 

Minor Retail: (under 3000 sg. ft.) = 2 spaces/1000 sg. ft. = 
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Programming: 

An analysis of Facilities 

A railvi/ay station located singularly, by 

itself in the Uptou/n would not have been 

able to generate the sort of activity nec

essary to stimulate growth in the Uptown 

(Butte is not a large enough city). And 

the massing of just the railway station 

alone would have not been ample to create a 

presence on its expansive site, amid the 

densely placed taller buildings of the Up

town. Therefore an analysis for additional 

facilities was undertaken. One authority 

in the design of functional patterned 

spaces was Christopher Alexander, who 

stated that activities of a related nature 

must be grouped in order that they might 

attract the same types of users at the same 

times of the day, especially when the pro

gramming includes a large public square that 

needs to be filled with activity (the 

"square" was demanded by the railway station 

as a "breathing space" to further accentuate 

the public nature and civic importance of 

the station) as it becomes the node where 

the normal pace of public life becomes 

concentrated. Alexander's suggestions for 

activity generators to exist with a train 

station were restaurants, night clubs, dance 

halls, cafes, ice cream parlors, and movie 

theatres; and hotels are historically con

nected with urban stations as luxury centers 

of night activity. Further, recommendations 

from the latest project report concerning 

^U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Butte, Montana, 

Uptown Butte included a market analysis for 

the Uptown: 

"New hotel construction or rehabilita

tion in the historic Uptown should be geared 

toward the development of a specialty hotel 

with convention facilities. The specialty 

hotel market, promoting the historic fea

tures of the city, has not been tapped. 

Thus, it is believed the development of 

hotel space with competitive amenities such 

as quality restaurants and conference rooms 

would do well in Uptown. 

Offices studies show a demand for an 

additional 92,400 square feet of office 

space by 1985. This new activity and 

projected demand for office space, of which 

we can assume Uptown can capture the major

ity, indicate Uptown will be a growing vital 

center for office activity. This would 

strengthen proposals to locate a new hotel 

in the Uptown adjacent to commercial, busin

ess, financial and government activity". 6  

Taking this information into account, the 

program for the station and its public 

square was further translated to include 

a hundred room hotel, a three-story office 

building and a small amount of commercial 

space. These entities were then arranged 

on the site according to hierarchy. 

(See the diagrams) 

Project Report, April 1981, p. 35. 
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Present-Day Railu/ay Stations: 

A Rare Case Study (from January 1983 Progressive Architecture) 

Skidmore, Ou/ings & Merrill: 

"A Railroad Station for Providence, R.I. 

The intent of their project vi/as to "strive to recapture the symbolic importance of its 

type". The program reguired a new railway station for the city, in concordance with a new 

redevelopment plan. "The city's existing tracks will be moved, and the new station sited 

between two streets radiating from the historic State House," (major axes). "The site de

manded a solution that both respected the preeminence of the State House and established a 

high architectural standard for future development in the area." A landscape plan merges 

with the park-like grounds of the State House, (this continuity of fabric and textures should 

be maintained; connections with other landmarks strengthens the buildings presence --

proximities and distances are critical, though). 

The solution for their defined problems was that the station "addresses both the techno

logical nature of its type in its rational, straightforward lines," (be aware of problems in 

oversimplification, minimizing form; anonymity results), and also the symbolic importance of 

public place. This is sought through use of the dome", (which too-clearly imitates the near

by State House)", and the columnated facades", (a valid symbol for civic place), "the station 



tou/er, an archetype, at once functional and symbolic". The station's layout reinforces 

the sight lines set up by the redevelopment study and allow for easy access of arrival and 

departure", (this building type is extremely sensitive toward site and facilities circula

tion), and parking was adeguately provided for. This project was successful in its emphasis 

on three ideas. The first was that it sought to involve its form with both the idioms of a 

nearby landmark and of historic examples of "public place". The second was that the project 

responded well in creating its interior spaces through space enclosed by variations in 

ceiling configuration. The final point was the success in dealing with public usage and 

flow; a building of this type demands that people, in whichever conveyance means that they 

are involved with the station, are moved economically and efficiently in terms of space and 

time. 



NORTH ELEVATION 
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Programming: 

The Railway Hotel 

The present day hotel, because of its size increase, has become an exercise in designing 

with numerously repetitive single element. Because of this repetition in programming, and 

relatively low functional constraints, its form may tend to be fairly anonymous. To avoid 

this anonymity, the designer often creates the hotel as a "component" of a more dynamic in

stitution, in this case, a railway terminal. In this sense, the hotel is really a dependent 

function; it requires the association with an active, resource generative building or complex, 

and in this case, that is the transportation connection which supplies the resource of 

people travelling, and the historic Uptown of the City that further attracts hotel facilities 

users. The urban hotel cannot sustain on merely the rented overnight rooms, but must also 

furnish space for supportive activities both private and public, (therefore, it has propor

tionately fewer rooms). In its many auxiliary spaces, however, the hotel does provide 

functional space for the station, and in the repetition of guest rooms, the hotel provides 

massing of form to give the station its "presence" within the urban setting. But, the sta

tion, as it exists with the hotel, is a vital requirement for the hotel's architectural 

identity . 



The Arrival Sequence: 

A User Analysis 

1. As the train slows down, look for markings and identification of station. Try to 

identify the city by its skyline (is this it, or just a suburb?) Check your watch 

and compare travel time to destination (has it been long enough?). 

2. Scramble off the train, looking first for currency exchange or American Express counter 

to cash traveller's checks. 

3. While you're here, look for the scheduling of the next train out. 

4. Find the information desk and check on lodging, restaurants, and head for the W.C. 

5. You're probably still waiting in any one of the above lines. 

6. While waiting, notice the character of the station (mostly its comforts). 

7. Pull off backpack, wince in pain, and notice how dirty you feel, and how thirsty you are. 

8. Focus attention on local people and attractions (Are they friendly? Are they still 

shorter than you are? Do things smell differently?). 

9. By now you should have purchased a map of the city with all the important features 

keyed in. (Try to imagine by your surroundings what you will be experiencing in the 

city.) What's the weather like outside? 

10. Orient yourself so that you will be able to find the correct platform the next day when 



you leave. Now, locate a good magazine rack and bookstore, because it's raining 

outside. 

This sequence related mostly to an Italian experience; minor substitutions in character 

and emotion and language can be made. 



Programming: 

Creating a sense of place: 

The public square that serves the complex demanded much consideration in its develop

ment in that it tied all of the separate activities within and without the complex together--

it has the smallest list of technical requirements, yet has a large amount of social consider 

ation and perceptual analysis. David Canter, in The Psychology of Place, states that "Places 

are the representations for that city and to create a "place", one must first understand how 

they are perceived. The "place" is made up of certain imagery (sensory stimulus), which has 

a certain degree of impact on the user. Depending on the desirability of certain elements, 

this imagery may be camouflaged or emphasized. The outcome of the perceptions of the user 

depends on three different factors; he may respond to the observed actions in the place, or 

u/ith expectations of actions in the place, or even with actions based on expectations. This 

is the nature of place; its identity according to its physical manifestation and the activity 

that occurs there is crucial. In terms of a personal user analysis, when considering the 

feelings of a place, it was important to recall a particular sequence in relation to where 

one was on their travels, in terms of distances, directions, landmarks, the immediate cir

cumstance of weather and people encountered and those comparison experiences that either led 

up to this one or followed thereafter. 



The Elements of a Sequence: 

User-Related 

Approach 

Entrance 

Path (mainly horizontal plane) 

Circulation (vertical; intervi/oven) 

Perception Related 

Approach 

Threshold 

Encounter (immediate) 

Transformation (more complex) 

as a part of being vi/ithin 

a system 

This is a multi-directional sequence, depending on what mode the user is in, and vi/here his 

starting point is located -- at the vehicular ramp to the station "front"; at the pedestrian 

stair entry to the square, or the track entry to the "back" of site. 



Programming : 

The Variables of Railway Station Types 

Context (Hierarchy): 

City Size (scale) 

Geography (region) 

Topography (configuration) 

Operation: (Differentiation) 

Historic Precedent (time) 

Presence (emotion) 

urban vs. rural/suburban 

New York City vs. Butte 

Coastal City vs. Mountain City 

hilly, flat, or waterfront 

one or two sides, "head" or "through 

station. (see illustration) 

contemporaneous stylistic influences; 

that which is current and powerful in 

meaning: Beaux Arts or Victorian 

Gothic or International Style or a 

foreign transplant. 

meaning within the setting; con-

textural stylistic influences: 

monumental, classical prototypical vs. 

copy, naturalistic vernacular 
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Programming: 

Elements of Architectural Form Peculiar to Railvi/ay Stations. 

1. Arch: Is an opening in a wall or gate, for passage of trains, vehicles or pedestrians. 

2. Tower: Is for signal coordination; for clock placement and civic identity, "presence". 

3. Roof: a. hip (usually tiled, as in most Italianate stations). 

b. gable 

c. dome (Beaux Arts examples or Neo-Classicism) 

d. turret ("picturesque eclecticism" or Victorian Gothic) 

e. Richardsonian (hovering mass; a continuous skin) 

f. Victorian Gothic (complexity and variety of roof plane) 

4. Canopy: Is used as a transitional form, in conjunction with an entry. 

5. Columns in series (colonnade) or Loggia (porte cochere): are used to set apart the space 

for circulation. 

6. Ceiling configuration: whether a vault, dome, or coffer system, the ceilings in the 

great waiting spaces have spatial variety. 

7. Hall/Axis: the circulation paths are always celebrated with their placement, scale and 

ornamentation. 



8. The Center: located at the intersection point of the halls or axes, the great waiting 

spaces became the focal point for the station. 

9. Stair: Usually located within the center as a connector between levels of the station, 

as an anchor point, this the focus within the center. The introduction of this 

one element allowed for special complexity and use of daylighting within the 

station levels. 

10. Tunnel/Bridge: These two elements often exist in the same architectural form, which 

usually involves the arch or framing element used with an entry. The 

tunnel and bridge element is significant in its spatial guality, as one 

may "emerge" from a tunnel,and from a bridge one has a protected point 

of advantage. 



b r i n g  t h e  p a t h  w h i c h  c o n n e c t s  s t r e e t  

( o r  t r a c k s  )  a n d  e n t r a n c e  t h r o u g h  t h i s  

t r a n s i t i o n  s p a c e ,  a n d  m a r k  i t  w i t h  a  

c h a n g e  o f  l i g h t ,  a  c h a n g e  o f  s o u n d ,  a  

c h a n g e  o f  d i r e c t i o n ,  a  c h a n g e  o f  s u r f a c e ,  

a  c h a n g e  o f  l e v e l ,  p e r h a p s  b y  a  g a t e w a y  

w h i c h  m a k e s  a  c h a n g e  o f  e n c l o s u r e  a n d ,  

a b o v e  a l l ,  a  c h a n g e  o f  v i e w .  

Christopher alexander 

a  p a t t e r n  l a n g u a g e  
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Programming: 

Orientation of functions: A general description 

L e v e1 Activity 

0 Train yards, future parking, tracks, train shed (entry to 

station), first Lobby and platforms, baggage. 

15 South parking lot, separate, proposed commercial space, second 

(main) waiting space, connection to Hotel Lobby, south exterior 

pedestrian stair. Information, concessions. « 

30 Top of vehicular ramp, station entry, public Square, ticket sales 

and baggage claim and check, minor hotel entry from Station, 

Hotel entry from Square, The Pub and Bakery, and the Hotel 

Lobby, and East parking 

45 Upper edge of public Square, Hotel street entry. 



TERMINAL/ WAITING, ASSEMBLY, OBSERVATION (includes continuous three levels) 

CAPACITY : Height of waiting area should be an added story, (approximately 30 ' ) . Approx

imately 4800 sq. ft. total for all three u/aiting spaces. The main waiting area 

is largest, most elegant. The two subsidiary lobbys are transition spaces between 

the main waiting area and the direction of passenger movement. 

USE : Hours of activity depend on train scheduling (projected hours: 6 a.m. through 12 a.m.) 

This area is divided into main waiting area and arrival and departure lobbys; the 

arrival lobby is on the third level (the public square is same elevation), the waiting 

area is at the second level (with ticket sales and arcade linkage to hotel), and the 

departure lobby is at the first level (the same as the track platforms, near the con

cessions ). 

PROXIMITY: (main waiting space) Near baggage lockers (apart from claim, ticket sales and 

restrooms, close to all entrances and exits (centrally located), and these exits 

should connect to subsidiary waiting and observation points. 

MATERIALS: 

LIGHT & AIR: 

Floor should be of ceramic or terrazzo tile, walls and columns and detailing 

should reflect elegance: Use materials such as tile, chrome, glass, copper, 

stone, (granite, marble or limestone). Scale of mouldings, etc. and placement 

is monumental (exaggerated). 

Natural lighting is critical (combination of direct and diffused overhead) 

artificial lighting has to be strategically placed, becoming part of the 

space. Radiant heat is best to offset the sudden and frequent changes in 

temperature. 



TERMINAL/ PLATFORMS, QUAY 

CAPACITY; A passenger train car is 10'-6" wide, 13'6" high, and 85'-0" long. The allowance 

on the site is for 4 passenger cars, and by extending the cano^py to include the 

section of the existing Ohio Street width, an extra passenger Acould be accomodated. 

The overall width of the enclosure for the proposed four tracks is approximately 

75'. The width of platform should be 15' 

USE: A canopied platform, provides connection between train (mobile and railway building 

(stationary). Seating must be included. 

PROXIMITY: To track ends, to ticket sales, to waiting (lower Departure Lobby) (at same, 

Lower Level) (At upper level) 

MATERIALS; Exterior materials such as concrete, steel (in the manner of cast iron), brick, 

terra cotta, copper, glass. 

LIGHT & AIR: This space may have either a partial canopy covering or a continuous covering, 

thus becoming a Train Shed (at a smaller-scale than its usual interpretation). 

There should be perforations in walls or ceilings to allow plenty of daylight 

and ventilation. Shelter, not temperature,is critical. 

COMMENTS: This becomes the exterior waiting facility (immediate to trains) 

The floor of the platform is 4'-0" above trackbed. Canopies must be at least 

16 1  -0" high from platform floor, and must keep their edges 8'0" back from 

centerline of track. 



JTRMINAL/BAGGAGE/FREIGHT(Personal) 

CAPACITY ; This area vi/ill have its own freight elevator to connect a larger freight 

handling and storage area on the bottom level with a baggage claim and check-in 

area above, next to ticket sales on the third (upper) level. Here, individuals 

or hired persons may collect it. Ceilings should be 12' high, minimum. 

Lower Area = 700 sq. ft. 

Upper Area = 400 sq. ft. 

USE • Hours of operation are same as rest of terminal (should have its own restrooms) 

PROXIMITY; It has immediate proximity to platforms, on the first level of the station with 

transfer connections (freight elevator) to third floor baggage claim and 

ticket sales. 

MA TE RIAL 5 Concrete Floors; hard, smooth, durable surfaces elsewhere 

LIGHT & AIR; No special requirements. 

COMMENTS t Should have a large opening with direct access to service drive (concourse area) 



TERMINAL/ ELEVATORS 

CAPACITY: 2 - standard 5' x 7' size (capacity is about 13 each). 

USE: To carry passengers both unable or unwilling to use stair to upper levels. 

PROXIMITY; Located immediately as passengers leave concourse and make level change, in 

their progression towards Lobby (stairs will be emphasized as major floor-to 

floor vehicle). 

MATERIALS: Interior finish is compatible to the material usage in the rest of terminal. 

LIGHT & AIR; No special requirements. 

COMMENTS: The main vertical connection is a grand staircase connecting the three levels (or 

waiting spaces) location is critical in terms of circulation, structure and access 

to daylighting (either from the sides or above). 



T E R M I N A L /  N E W S S T A N D / C O N C E S S I O N S  

CAPACITY: 100 sq. ft. minimum, per space. 

U S E; To provide such essentials as " A  cup of coffee and a newspaper -", where passengers 

have minimal time, and are already channelled toward the "Departure Lobby". Actually 

the concessions function will be divided with the larger, more-varied and attended 

activity happening on the main waiting level and the automated, self-service types. 

Concessions happening immediate to track area. 

PROXIMITY: 

MATERIALS: 

LIGHT & AIR: 

Near waiting and concourse: They should be located toward the edges of the 

waiting space to keep waiting area clean. Near the platform they should be 

located before ticket gates to control what enters the train. 

Near the platform, more like those exterior materials: concrete, tile flooring, 

steel, (in the manner of wrought iron) In the main waiting space, they should 

be more luxurious (see terminal dining) Facilities will consist mostly of heavy 

white glazed tiles, glass and chrome, with the wall surfaces being like the main 

waiting space. 

Artificial Light. Due to its location near the exterior and simplicity of 

operation, its climatic concerns are minimal. 

COMMENTS: Both concessions spaces are geared for fast-paced, light consumption; a more 

fancy and expensive meal would be taken at the Hotel dining. 



TERMINAL/RES T ROOMS (male and female) 

CAPACITY : Eight stalls each (this is a luxurious facility) 

The Ladies' facility has an antechamber: Total for restroom = 550 sq. ft. 

The total for mens' facility is 450 sq. ft. 

The total combined is 1000 sq. ft. 

(overall (area) is 420 sq. ft. 

USE: The major public restroom facility for the terminal and surrounding public spaces. 

It serves also, the terminal dining room patrons. 

PROXIMITY: To waiting/Lobby and Restaurant, on the second level of the station. 

MATER IALS; Hard, smooth materials such as tile, marble or granite, and chrome or copper. 

LIGHT & AIR: High windows for daylight, operable for ventilation (alternate ventilation 

necessary). 
Radiant heat is used along with the rest of the terminal. Consider alcove 

lighting. 

COMMENTS: Should be located out of main circulation space, but centrally (on main level) 

of station. 



TERMINAL/VISITOR'S CENTER/INFORMATI ON (Accomodations) 

CAPACITY; 150 sq. ft. 

USE: It operates as a counter service, one large desk behind the counter and it is open the 

same hours as station. 

PROXIMITY: Easily visible from both waiting and concourse, close to travel agent and 

coordinator. It's located on main waiting level, The Second level of the 

station. 

MATERIALS: Same as terminal waiting area (this space is actually an extension of 

waiting area). 

LIGHT & AIR: Same as waiting area (continuous application) 

COMMENTS: Historically, this area of the station provided telephone and telegraph services. 



TERMINAL/TRAVEL AGENT/COORDINATOR 

CAPACITY : 200 sq. ft. 

USE: Daytime Hours only. Contains a couple large desks, files and display, one can 

actually enter into this space (counters are recessed). 

PROXIMITY: This function occurs next to Visitor's Center, on axis u/ith stair linkage 

between Hotel and Terminal, and belongs to the Main Waiting Space. 

MATERIALS: They need not be as elegant as those used in the terminal, yet of same 

stature (fitting into the same theme): Chrome, Copper, Glazing (glass block 

included), wool carpeting, tile, stucco over concrete, etc. 

LIGHT & AIR: Daylighting would be optimal. 

Air treatment is not critical. 
Office lighting that is compatible with rest of terminal interior; a 

common unifying element. 



TERMINAL/DINING ROOM 

CAPACITY; 

USE: As a 

PROXIMITY : 

MATERIALS 

LIGHT & AIR 

COMMENTS : 

Table Service (15 sq. ft./seat) x 40 seats = 600 sq. ft. 

fast-paced, 1ight-consumption dining. 

This function will occur on the Main Waiting Floor, in proximity to other 

concessions and commercial spaces. 

(See: Terminal Newstand and Concessions). 

The materials are basically similar to the main waiting space, with the 

addition of white glazed tile, glass and chrome for ease in cleaning. 

A generous amount of daylight will come from above (the floor area above is 

cut away, with a lot of glass in both the ceiling and walls. 

Less formal than the Hotel dining room; the kitchens from Hotel dining spaces 

vi/i 11 provide and prepare food items that are easily kept warm or cold until 

serving. (items like sandwiches, salads, soup and pastries). 



TERMINAL/LINKAGE OF RETAIL DISPLAY 

CAPACITY ; The overall proportions are critical, to avoid a cavernous feeling (ceiling 

should be proportionately high (at least 12.'). The overall width should be 

at least 12'. The overall length will depend upon the final distance between 

the Hotel Lobby and the Terminal waiting area. 

USE: To promote interest and activity in the Uptou/n Commereia1/Historic District. Contains 

Displays from various department and specialty stores and pieces from the Museums 

(The Mining Museum and Arts Chateau). It is compositiona11y vital in that it retains 

the major axis of circulation. 

PROXIMITY: Between Station and Hotel, it occurs within the circulation device that connects 

The station and Hotel. 

MATERIALS: The materials used on the interior change to become the transition between the 

softer, more textured materials of the Hotel interior to the hard, smooth, stark 

nature of the terminal interior. 

LIGHT & AIR: The character and method of lighting should be carefully considered to 

enhance those objects being displayed. 

Consider alcove lighting. 

COMMENTS: For the purpose of enticing some browsing activity in the commercial district 

in the Uptown. This will be connected in some way with the Hotel Lobby. 



TERMINAL/PAY OFFICE/TICKETING/RESERVATIONS/TELEPHONE/P.O. 

CAPACITY: Should have its own restroom facility (at least its own lavatory), 

be shared with administration function - 200 sq. ft. 
This would 

USE : Counter space serves exchange activities between passengers and officials (cashier, 

phones, reservations/ticketing computer, schedule board, and opening for baggage check) 

PROXIMITY : 

MATERIALS: 

LIGHT & AIR 

To waiting, with connections to administration and baggage, central, obvious 

location, it occurs at first and last point of contact with passenger, at the 

third level of lobby space (passenger takes care of baggage and ticket, the 

first thing upon entering the station to take a train out, and he picks up 

baggage at that point as the last thing before leaving station, and/or 

entering Hotel. 

The same as waiting area: hard, smooth, ornamented materials such as tile, 

glass, chrome or copper, and stone (granite, marble, etc.) The stones because 

of their expense will be used sparingly and selectively. 

Offices should be daylight, supplemented with artificial lighting (the 

fixtures will be continuous and complementary with those in the waiting 

areas. 

COMMENTS: Connections are provided between all four floors of station operation (stair, and 

freight elevators). 



TERMINAL/OPERATIONAL CONTROL/ADM INISTRATI ON 

CAPACITY: 600 sq. ft.: This includes two small restrooms (about 60 sq. ft. each), and 

t w„ ̂ r g e  off l c e s. Included, also, is the .sans of vertical circulation fro. 

floor to floor of this section of the station. 

(in 2500 sq. ft.) 

USE: Station control and monitorinq (manpower has been reduced from the past, due to 

technoloqical chanqes in control and monitorinq devices). 

PROXIMITY: Ticket Sales, scheduling, with visual access to tracks and switching below 

(at track level). Location of this space should not csuse interaction with 

public and circulation; it is located at a Fourth Level, above the Third Level 

waiting, as part of the "Operational Tower". 

MATERIALS: Should be continuous with those used throughout the station, but with less 

ornament and detail. 

LIGHT & AIR: Daylighting and operable windows are preferable. ^ ^  ̂ ̂  
" Modified versions of lighting fixtures may be used (more specific to 

COMMENTS; This part of the station provides the counterpart massing for the Hotel floors. 



TERMINAL/PLATFORM TO TAXIS, AUTOMOBILES, CITY BUSES 

CAPACITY: Turning radius should be large enough to accommodate large buses (45'). 

Length of "platform" should accommodate three taxis (66') 

USE: Taxis would have priority over platform area. 
The "platform" is merely a designated, partially-covered area that provides an 

indentation of 9' into the sidewalk area immediate to the station. 

PROXIMITY: Should be located on side of station, of major entry, at the end of the 

processional ramp. 

MATERIALS: Canopy should be constructed of like materials to exterior of terminal paving 

materials should designate this area as a priority waiting and collection place 

(The actual platform will not be raised). 

LIGHT & AIR: Shelter is important; if natural light exposure is at all possible, it would 

help to identify major entry and warm it up, as to draw passengers to use 

that entry. 

COMMENTS: Exposure of this major entry and access point is critical. Identification of 

this entry is critical, as it helps to define the entire railway center 

(as does the tower element). 



TERMINAL/EXTERIOR. PUBLIC SQUARE 

CAPACITY: 10,000 sq. ft. (Because of its location in the Uptown, on two major thorough

fares, and because of its role as an introduction, a breathing space for the 

train station, it deserves to be fairly large). 

USE: Extremely flexible: To contain people that are involved with the usage of any of the 

proposed facilities or those people using the Uptown for shopping, business or work. 

PROXIMITY: Corner Location: Park & Arizona Streets. (Building masses are located so as to 

maximize sunny places and to minimize wind and its ill effects.) 

MATERIALS; This will, for the most part, be a man-made paving texture, but will have some 

amount of formally composed planted forms (by contrast). Human character of 

space; as determined by materials is extremely important for the success of the 

space. 

LIGHT & AIR: The amount of sunlight during the day and the character of lighting at night 

is crucial. 

COMMENTS: This space belongs to the entire grouping, but mostly for the purpose and 

importance of the station. It will have several "entries" and characteristically 

different spaces. The activity and involvement that people have with this space 

will determine its vitality. 



TERMINAL/ APPROACHES, PROMENADES, LINKAGE SYSTEMS, ADVANTAGE POINTS, (TUNNELS, BRIDGES) 

CAPACITY: Size of walkways and channels are dependent on enclosures and spans provided 

by surrounding buildings. 

USE: Enriching elements to encourage interaction with the public facilities and public 

spaces and the businesses operating in the area. 

PROXIMITY: Locations are strategically planned in terms of movement of activity and 

people, the hour of the day, the exposures and views. 

MATERIALS: Exterior materials such as concrete, terrazzo, brick, glazed tile, steel 

(in the manner of cast iron). 

LIGHT & AIR: These different elements should have southeast, south, and southwest exposure, 

to keep them inhabited. 

Shelter from the weather will be included as necessary. 

Lighting elements play a large part in exterior ornament. 

COMMENTS: Specifically, this category includes all stairs and ramps and walls and 

walkways on the exterior and all stairwells on the interior (they become 

observation points) and interior bridging and tunnelling elements (these 

occur within the circulation system. 



HOTEL/PUB( Informal) 

CAPACITY : Contains its ovi/n restroom facilities 

80 seat capacity 

1500 sq. ft. (includes seating, bar, storage and restrooms) 

USE; Open late hours (2 a.m.) 
Depending on ownership, there may be an affiliation with adjacent bakery (use of food 

items) 

(Limited Menu is offered) 

PROXIMITY 

MATERIALS 

LIGHT & AIR: 

COMMENTS: 

This should be distant from Terminal Waiting Area (to discourage problems of 

intoxicated passengers). 

Located closer to outside, public square, as a support element to the public 

square. Located close to bakery, (as a separate element along with bakery). 

Something heavy, massive and indestructable (Masonry, stone, stucco over 

concrete... Some hardwood may be used). The exterior materials will unify 

this building with the rest of the complex. 

Natural light needs to be controlled, screened (there is a lot of 

window exposures). However, part of it may be opened up onto an adjacent 

outdoor space, weather permitting. Ventilation may be achieved in the same 

way (in hot weather). In cold weather, warmth may be achieved by the same 

radiant heat that warms the station. (same system) 

This facility will probably be used most by the community, along with the 

dining rooms. 



HOTEL/COFFEE SHOP/BAKERY 

CAPACITY: Table Service (11-14 sq. ft./seat) x 40 seats = 560 sq. ft. plus the bakery 

and small kitchen)(350 sq. ft.) 

(Minimum eatinq) mnn 4. 4- i 
910 sq. ft. - 1000 sq. ft. total 

OSE; Informal, quick dininq, serves the public as a retail bakery (liqht meals) 

Access is not direct from Hotel Lobby (to encourage patronage of their dining rooms) 

Patrons of the Bakery will include many people that use the Uptou/n. Minimal seating 

will encourage use of the "Square" for lunches, etc. 

PROXIMITY: Located closer to outside, on public Square, but has service connections to 

Hotel and Terminal Kitchens. 

MATERIALS: Less formal than Hotel or Terminal. 

Materials that are easily maintained (Hardwood, tiles, stucco over concrete) 

The exterior materials will unify this building with the rest of the complex. 

LIGHT & AIR: Daylighting is desired; visual access toward "Square". 

COMME NTS: A connecting wall provides exterior seating on the edge of the Square. 



HOTEL/SERVICES 

CAPACITY: Typical sizing is 40% of total room area per floor, (number of rooms times the 

typical area times 4 0%) 

Linen is 400 sq. ft. Laundry - 1000 sq. ft. - boiler room 800 sq. ft. 

storage (furniture) - 400 sq. ft. 

USE: Janitor/Maid, Laundry, Room Service, Storage, Mechanical. 

PROXIMITY: Located throughout Hotel, with janitor closets on each floor, and a general 

service area on both basement and ground floors. 

(Thi^ is equal in elevation to 

the second floor of station). 

MATERIALS: Concrete, Painted and Brick and Low-Maintenance Materials 

LIGHT & AIR: Neither are critical. 

COMMENTS: The service functions should have its own elevator. 



HOTEL/SAL ON/BARBERSHOP 

CAPACITY; 300 sq. ft. each, 600 sq. ft. Total 

(200 sq. ft. min.) 

USE: Daytime hours only. Caters mostly to Hotel patrons (male passengers would patronize 

this facility and female Hotel guests). 

PROMIMITY; Occurs u/ithin the Railway center in the small amount of commercial activity. 

(It has close proximity to the Hotel,) It happens on the edge of an activ/ity 

center that is shared by both the station and Hotel. 

MATERIALS; The materials used would express the same elegant theme of their surroundings --

hardwoods, chrome, glass and tile. 

LIGHT & AIR: View to Exterior. May be undesirable (daylighting should come from above. 

(A screened view to the interior circulation is OK). 

COMMENTS: This function actually belongs more to the Hotel. 



HOTEL/ELEVATORS 3 for IZ floors total, 9 floors are rooms only 

CAPACITY: 2 - standard 5' x 7' size (capacity is 16 at peak usage) 

1 - service car/100 rooms 

1 - kitchen/storage transfer 

USE; Used heavily to transport guests and luggage to four floor of rooms, and 

transporting large groups of persons to public spaces on the Mezzanine level. 

PROXIMITY; Located adjacent to Lobby, distant from public functions and main entry. 

They could be located back to back with terminal elevators. 

MATERIALS; Interior finish should be compatible with Lobby Interior. 

LIGHT & AIR; No special requirements. 

COMMENTS; A grand staircase connects ground floor and Mezzanine and is located so that 

special lighting and ceiling configuration can occur without causing structural 

hassles. 



HOTEL/REST ROOMS (male and female) 

CAPACITY: Ten Stalls Each 

Women's Eacility is 650 sq. ft. (including antechamber) 

Men's facility is 550 sq. ft. 

These sizes are really maximums. 

USE: Serves patrons of Hotel Dining, Banquet Rooms and Meeting Halls and Ballrooms and 

Hotel Lounge. 

PROXIMITY: Located on ground floor, adjoining Lobby; located on Mezzanine. 

MATERIALS; Easily-maihtained, but softer, more textured materials/except for floor surface) 

LIGHT & AIR: Artificial Lighting and air treatment keeps this a contained, carefully 

controlled space (the materials used could not withstand excessive sunlight or 

dust). 

Consider alcove lighting. 

COMMENTS: Most of the allotted facilities u/ill occur close to the Lobby, but the remaining 

needs to be split among the various functions of the Hotel. 



HOTEL/LOBBY 

CAPACITY; Height of Lobby should be an added story (this creates balcony) 

(Min. = 2000 sq. ft. r.o.t. for 100 room hotel) 

500 sq. ft. = corridors (Loggia) surrounding Lobby. 

Combined Total 2200 sq. ft. 

USE : Open 24 hours. Large enough to contain large groups of people at one time that 

use all of the Hotel facilities. (About 500 at peak capacity). 

PROXIMITY: Located next to Railway Lobby/Waiting, it is one level below street entry, 

(connected by an arcade of various spaces) 

It should have a physical and a visual connection to the public square, and 

also a physical connection to parking. 

MATERIALS: Softer, more textured than those used in the Station/textiles are 

combined with the more durable materials such as marbles or limestone: 

i.e. wool carpeting). 

LIGHT & AIR: Open to ceiling of second floor (Mezzanine), it is lit by an expansive 

liqht well. 

COMMENTS: This space should really augment the character of the station; it should be 

distinct as a "Railway Hotel", as it belongs to the station. 



HOTEL/ADMINISTRATION-MANAGEMENT OFFICES 

CAPACITY; 1000 sq. ft. total 

(Front Office/counter = 1100 sq. ft.) 

Manager's Office = 100 sq. ft. 

Accounting Office = 150 sq. ft. 

USE: Handles all in-house visible functions, coordination of dining, room rental, 

reservations, telephones, etc. (mail, keys, cashier, bell hop) and record storage, 

accounting, and managers' offices for the different hotel operations. 

PROXIMITY: To Lobby, ground floor 

MATERIALS: The front desk is part of Lobby, so the same materials will be used. 

(vi/ool carpeting and hardwoods). 

LIGHT & AIR: The lighting elements will conform to those in the Lobby. 

Windows will allow for daylighting, where appropriate. 

COMMENTS: Includes reservations for lodging, with connection to Depot 

reservations and tickets. 



HOTEL/LOUNGE (Formal) 

CAPACITY; 1000 sq. ft. (20' x 50') - Longer dimension allows for more privacy. 

USE: Used mostly by Hotel patrons and in conjunction with Hotel's formal dining. 

PROXIMITY; Located close to Dining Room, also distant from Terminal Waiting area 

(This function should be most closely associated with Hotel patrons.) 

MATERIALS: Continuous with Hotel dining. 

LIGHT & AIR: Elegantly dim (consider - alcove lighting) 

COMMENTS: The Lounge has an excellent vantage point to the west (and sunsets) and 

the Square below. 



HOTEL/RESTAURANT (Dining Rooms) 

CAPACITY: Table service (15-18 sq. ft./ seat x 200 seats Total = 3600 sq. ft. 

( 2100 sq. ft. min.) 

1500 = private dining rooms 

USE; A series of connected dining rooms, but different atmospheres/possibly different 

menus. 

PROXIMITY: Mezzanine Floor, Shared with the total railway facilities as a more elegant 

alternative for train passengers, and as the main eating place for Hotel 

patrons. View to Public Square and to the West is optimal. 

MATERIALS: Elegant Materials, much like those used in the Lobby (soft, textured 

materials to control echoes and to give psychological warmth). The materials 

have to be easily cleaned. 

LIGHT & AIR: Large windows for selected views and screening for privacy and controlled 

daylighting/and at night, to minimize "window glare") 

COMMENTS: Linkage to large kitchen facility will happen by means of a bridging element 

across the expanse of the center light well. 



HOTEL/KITCHENS 

CAPACITY: 3000 sq. ft., A complete set-up for food preparation and storage, ceilings 

need to be 12-' high to facilitate ventilation. This will accomodate storage, 

receiving and garbage (200 sq. ft. each). 

USE : Serves Hotel dining room, Hotel Lounge, and more remotely the Terminal Dining Room 

PROXIMITY; Centrally located between dining rooms, should also have back, service entry 

The connection between the kitchens and primary dining areas is a bridging 

element that occurs within the light well. 

MATER IAL S; Hard, smooth surfaces that are easily cleaned and shined (stainless steel and 

porcelain tiles) and copper and chrome and glass. 

LIGHT & AIR: Daylighting and ventilation from operable windows are necessities. 

(they will be located higher than usual, as work areas are more vital 

encompassing distance from floor to 5': shelving could occur above 

work space) 

COMMENTS: Work-flow systems and storage units are precisely systematic. 



HOTEL/MEET ING HALL/BANQUET SPACE 

CAPACITY: Banquet operation (10-11 sq. ft./seat) x 120 seats = 1200 sq. ft. each space 

There is an additional 450 sq. ft. for serving pantry. These spaces will be 

adjoined to one another for combination of total area. There will be three of 

these spaces, adjoining. 

USE: Open, flexible dining or meeting 

PROXIMITY: Proximity to Kitchen, it's located on the Mezzanine, adjacent to one another. 

These rooms will have to be "Directional" in order to accomodate a speaker (human) 

or screen (or another focus of attention). 

MATERIALS: Materials should be elegant, yet somewhat neutral, and acoustically balanced. 

LIGHT & AIR: 

COMMENTS: 

Daylight may not be appropriate since it would have to be controlled (blocked) 

in the event of visual (film or video) exhibits. Air handling will also have 

to be carefully controlled. 

This location a relationship of viewing to Lobby below, capability of serving of 

food and beverages, and dining function. 



HOTEL/BALLROOM/DANCE FLOOR 

CAPACITY: Approximately 2500 sq. ft. (Min. = 2000 sq. ft.) 

USE; Should be flexible in terms of usaqe, size, and type of sound amplification and 

sources. Hours of usaqe are also flexible; (mostly niqhttime). 

PROXIMITY: Located on Mezzanine, and also more removed from street entry. Access to 

exterior Square is nearby, as is access to exterior parkinq. 

MATERIALS: Similar to those used in Hotel Lobby 

LIGHT & AIR: Windows are not operable, yet ventilation and air treatment is important. 

(The south windows will be recessed to prevent overheating of space). 

The niqhttime liqhting effects are critical. 

COMMENTS: The advantaqe of viewinq the Lobby below is important, 

(For privacy and controlled interaction of events, this upper vantaqe point 

and separation by floors is important). 



HOTEL/TYPICAL ROOM (Double) 

CAPACITY: 400 sq. ft. a minimum: actual size is closer to 450 sq. ft. 

(including bath, closet, vestibule) Then add 40°o to the total for 

corridors, elevators, stairs, maid's closets, walls and partitions. 

USE: Each room contains its ou/n tub, shower, toilet, lavatory, etc. 

PROXIMITY: Hallways of each floor of rooms will open onto a lightwell (which empties 

into the Hotel Lobby. 

MATERIALS: Hallways should be compatible with Lobby. 

LIGHT & AIR: Each room will have a window to the exterior (operable), and directed toward 

north and northeast is not favorable. These windows will have a shape that 

will allow maximum lighting with maximum privacy. 

COMMENTS: Connection that each room makes with the hallway is critical (in the privacy 

sense) 

*Twelve to Twenty Rooms per floor 



HOTEL/TYPICAL SUITE 

CAPACITY; 500 sq. ft. Suite, Minimum 

USE: A larger room, with a more exclusive location, these rooms are more expensive and will 

be used less frequently. 

PROXIMITY; For ease and efficiency,/Hotel planning usually dictates symmetry or even 

numbers), 

Located on the top two floors of the Hotel. 

MATERIALS: Hallways should be compatible with Lobby. 

LIGHT & AIR; 

COMMENTS: Some auxiliary entertaining space is included on each of the two floors. 





Conclusion: 

Design Realizations 

While working more specifically with the design and coordination of all these elements, 

four major thematic pieces emerged as controlling devices (listed in the order of importance). 

These were: 

1. The circulation and movement systems: 

The main ordering element, this system really determined the success of the railway 

complex — whether or not it came together as a coherent whole. 

2. The form dialogue: 

In order for the separate parts of the complex to belong to the rest and in order to 

create exterior continuity and flow of space and circulation through that space, the 

massing and plan es of enclosure must effectively define and contain that space, at 

the appropriate scale. 

3. The structural system: 

As it reinforces the clarity of circulation, and is directional as it works to define 

the major axes, it must be sensible, and simplified as is possible. The ordering 

grids allow a greater sense of connection, and sense of "limit" to spaces created. 



4. The main waiting spaces and their materials: 

These spaces and their articulation determine the character and emotion of the 

entire building complex. 



Conclusion : 

The Form Synthesis 

The major form-giving elements can be listed as the train shed, the stair (present in 

both the station and hotel center u/aiting spaces), and lighting (fenestration in different 

forms). These elements are the most important because theyAare resolved, then the rest of 

the functional spaces are better able to fit in as they relate. The train shed is important 

because it dictates proportions on the station's exterior and the articulation of its plain 

form sets a precedent for the rest of the station. The stair as it occurs throughout the 

station is particularly important due to the level changes necessary within the complex. It 

also has intrinsic meaning in its form and scale and direction. Because of the importance 

of the stair, they have been made elaborate in their division and connection of space. The 

forms given to the fenestration in the complex are significant mainly in that the more 

important spaces (the train shed, the station waiting spaces and the hotel lobby) are all 

given more allowance for daylighting. This emphasis has mostly to do with using light as a 

focusing element, exploiting it as a directional device which, in turn, clarifies the most 

important aspect of the station -- the circulation. 

Other factors that were form-giving weTe the spatial functions that come from perception. 



These functions come from the analysis of movement through space in time, which are all three 

linear, cyclical, and three-dimensional in nature. The first are approach and entry; the two 

main expressions are the train shed (train mode) and the processional ramp (vehicular mode). 

Both entries are the most dramatic because they belong to the station) and both become 

stronger in representation, since they lie within the major site axis. The next function has 

to do with path configuration and access. This function belongs to both the interior and 

exterior circulation systems and the minor entries to the complex. This function is 

especially important concerning the relationship between the station and hotel "centers" and 

the connections between the exterior spaces and paths, experiences both by those on the ex

terior and those observing from the interior. The final function which explains movement is 

the sequence of spaces. This deals with the hierarchial relationship set up between the dif

ferent functional spaces. This sequence is articulated in terms of the connections made 

between them, and proximities which have been dictated by a user analysis. Some of the 

activities involved are linear, some are layered; others are overlapped, some separated, 

others are absolutely vital connections and some activities need to be duplicated. This 

involves actually the strongest quality of the entire railway complex -- its directional, 

sequential, nature is derived from its strongest ordering device -- its circulation. 



Materials : 

Modern Extractions and Meanings 

In the text, Built to Last, a handbook on renovating historic buildings for new uses, 

there are illustrated examples of modern interpretations of materials and their usage as 

they are mixed in the context of rehabilitations and additions to historic structures. In 

some cases, these new, added pieces to old buildings are done in such a manner as to become 

invisible, yielding entirely to the existing form and its identity, glass pieces or linkages 

existing merely as a transparent outline, or a concrete form using both a neutral surface 

and plain forms and outlines. In working within a historic context, either in proximity to, 

or actually adjoined, the design and use of materials must respect that which is already 

standing and designated "historic". However, the use of materials for a new building, which 

is interpreting old ideas and meanings and usages (from a historic building type), has to be 

appropriate to its type, yet less annonymous than current situations of handling a historic 

problem; in the case of a "rehab", the problem involves reusing a historic built form, 

whereas in the case of a new structure, the problem involves reusing a historic set of 

symbols. The current solutions for handling the problem of the historic building are, ap

propriately, done with a light hand, with the goal to let that object which is established 

claim the importance and identity of the new building function. In the problem of reusing a 



historic set of symbols, the solution needs only to be interpretive of the symbols and the 

qualities that they inhabit in built form. These manifestations should not come from any 

obligation to repeat or copy past images, but are, in fact, bound to their own time and if 

any loyalties are to be kept, it should be to those things about our building profession 

today -- those forms and materials which are most efficient (in both cost and function) and 

most beautiful (with the skills and materials that are available and common for today). This 

may involve an examination of historic forms and materials (and the extractions of color and 

ornament motifs) for the purpose of their simplification, understanding, and integration into 

the total scheme of the building. Nevertheless, this building must not be understated in 

its identity of its own time. It must be an appropriate expression of those "reused values 

and symbols" as they relate to the present. 



S O L U T I O N  



Solution: 

A Summary 

In my investigations for a reinterpretation of the railroad station as a building type, and 

the roots of historicism, I chose an urban revita1ization district in the historic uptown of 

Butte, Montana. The site and context chosen demanded a sense of PRESENCE and a statement of 

PLACE that would become a generator of activity for the withering environment of the Uptown. 

The station was located at the established district edge, to reinforce the boundary of the Up

town. The program was expanded to include concentrated facilities and businesses that would be 

fed by the station, and in turn, would create a place of variety and focus in the Uptown. The 

railway terminus became the identity, (the symbols generator) for the complex, while the railway 

hotel provided the accumulative mass needed to express the identifiable height and form of this 

"urban" railway station. 
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The three photos showing time of day in relation to a certain portion of the railway com

plex, should exemplify the activity of the complex as it occurs at a particular time during the 

day, and how the building massing responds to and controls the usage of a particular space for 

an activity. For example, the station is emphasized as the morning activity center and its 

waiting space would gather any persons lingering in the complex, due to its unobstructed eastern 

exposure and flood of morning daylight. The sguare, however, is shaded during the morning 

(except, perhaps, the bakery front), but at noon it becomes a very warm, bright, but sheltered 

space for many of the Uptown employees taking an informal, outdoor lunch. During the rest of 

the day, this space remains usable and only at the onset of evening does it become shaded. At 

evening, the activity of the hotel spaces (especially those facing the sguare and Park Street) 

increases and the evening sunlight bathes the hotel "sguare" entry and maximum exposure is given 

to the primary light well over the central hotel lobby, as persons mill about the stair and move 

between the lounge restaurant, and conference spaces. And at night, the pattern of glazing and 

the five large skylights illuminate the building's height and form to the rest of the city. 
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Solution: 

The Building Image 

As the original issue of CHANGE VS. CONSTANCY provided a basis for examining symbols and 

their implementation (and often paradox), In terms of actual building form, these tu/o opposing 

and harmonizing elements became MOVEMENT VS. STABILITY. These elements were measured in terms 

of perception, as an observation of sequential movement (predictable, periodic change that 

creates a pattern of stability in its regular operation). The major tool in expressing this 

dynamic relationship was circulation systems; the entire complex was generated as a function of 

two important axes: 

1. The train tracks and Galena Street. 

2. The site entries (vehicular and pedestrian) 

These two axes became intertwined with subordinate paths, thus creating a hierarchy of layers 

and ultimately determining locations and proximities of individual spaces, (relationships of 

activities determined, for the most part, the distances and arrangements of functions... that was 

the most important issue.) Thus, the building mass and outline evolved as sort of an interac

tion study of a user during a sequence of movement, at a particular part of the day; every 

consideration was given to maintaining a level of vitality in a certain portion of the complex, 

at its appointed time of day. 



The element of circulation was important in terms of the building's exterior image; the 

exterior faces of the building responded to the exterior movement, funnelling and collecting and 

directing pedestrians; they became parallel planes strengthening the idea of continual linear 

motion, or askew planes that signalled change of speed, or announced a change of scale, or 

gestured to one another an enclosure and its boundaries of containment. The major entries to 

the complex become expressed as subtracted building mass, and those portions of mass clustered 

upwardly to suggest the height implications of a tower, or a sheer face, yet responding pro

portionately and with continuity to the surrounding related mass. This clustered response 

was primarily a reaction to the contextural precedent of Victorian Gothic assymetrica1, 

colliding form, ascending to create vertical emphasis (the vertical emphasis came also from 

the hillside, and the difference in elevation from one edge of the site to another). This 

aspect was one of the pieces of historicism that was retained, to maintain some constancy of 

character throughout the Uptown. Another aspect that remained constant historically was the 

choice of building materials; the rusticated granite masonry that provided a heavy, solid 

base for the building, and the deep red brick and the green - tinged copper used on the entry 

canopies, with the glazed brick edgings and mouldings all maintained a relatively continuous 

fabric of building skin with that used throughout the Uptown. Also, the same exterior 

materials were used throughout the complex, mainly to reinforce the concept of a clustered 



form, building up to a coupled set of towers (containing both elevators), resting on a base 

(the base disappears on one corner on both the east and west sides of the building, where the 

"towers" join with the ground plane); this was an attempt to maximize the illusion of height 

and vertical emphasis. One element that had to be changed was SCALE (the historic examples of 

the urban station were very grand in scale). Every effort was made to minimize wasteful 

volumes of space (this struggle is still evident in the waiting spaces that persistently defied 

compaction). The scale of the overall complex had to be, for the most part, exaggerated by 

illusionary devices (use of exterior materials; the "stepping up" of building mass) to make 

the exterior faces seem taller, and to make the railway complex seem "prominent". 

The final solution, as a cautious response, wary of ecclecticism, was sparse in its ex

pression of finishing detail and ornamentation. The final stages of design investigation was, 

perhaps, a bit preoccupied with the detail and reality of the function of the individual spaces. 

The final building solution succeeded best in its organization as a collection of activities 

within the site, especially in terms of circulation within the interior spaces, and in terms 

of the proportioning and arrangement of building mass. Also, it seemed to retain some of the 

historic sense of civic identity and monum-entality, and possibly some of the emotion involved, 

historically, in the spaces where activity resides. Actually, these spaces were designed to 

allow for those experiences of "arriving grandly," "waiting comfortably," "dining elegantly," 
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